
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1064

The voice was indifferent and cold.

what!

Just hearing his words, Wei Fengqiang and the group of police officers

stayed for a while, and when they reacted, they burst into laughter.

“Hahaha… have you heard? This kid actually knows that we are going

to deal with him!”

“Cut! This guy is handcuffed and fettered. He has long been the fish

on our swords. He didn’t want to do it anyway. Fuck her!”

“That’s right!”

“…” At this moment, all the police officers were laughing and

laughing.

They looked at Lin Fan with pity and ridicule, as if in their eyes, Lin

Fan was indistinguishable from a dead person.

Not only those police officers.

When Wei Fengqiang heard this, he couldn’t help but curl his mouth,

and a sneer appeared:

“Boy, you are right, we really want to deal with you!”

“What can you do?”

Wei Fengqiang stood in front of Lin Fan, he Looking down at Lin Fan

condescendingly, as if looking down on a reptile.

The look is cold and cruel.

See this scene.

Lin Fan naturally understand what happened, his whole person to the

back of the chair a lie, then smiled and asked:

“? That can not let me die straight, exactly why you deal with me”

? “Who ordered you”

ah ?

Hearing this, Wei Fengqiang was stunned, but he didn’t expect that Lin

Fan would be so calm when his death was imminent.

“Want to know who will deal with you?”

“Dream!”

Wei Fengqiang was obviously impatient, and continued to talk

nonsense with Lin Fan. He immediately waved his hand and

immediately walked up to a strong and powerful police officer.

“You, go give this kid a few punches and let him close his mouth first!”

Hear this!

The brawny police officer suddenly agreed with a grinning grin.

Then he walked towards Lin Fan step by step.

“Hehe… kid, do you know that I am Hong Qiang, but our guard

station’s first iron fist, I punch it down, even if it is a blue brick, it can

be broken into pieces!”

said!

This strong police officer couldn’t help but look at Lin Fan’s lower

abdomen, and the smile on the corner of his mouth became more and

more brutal: “And now, I don’t know if your thin-skinned belly can

withstand my punch! “The words fall!

A trace of fierceness suddenly flashed in the eyes of this strong police

officer.

Then he hit Lin Fan with a punch in his arm and an iron fist.

Whoo…

This strong police officer is roaring with his fists.

Powerful!

And seeing this scene, the police officers around suddenly became

excited one by one.

“Ha ha ha …… Boss Hong began to show his iron fist up! I remember

the last time he punched go down and take a prisoner, life interrupted

half a dozen bones!”

“What’s that count! Boss Hong until just lightly A punch hit a

prisoner’s stomach, making the kid vomit for three days and three

nights, and almost died !” “Brother Hong is awesome! I guess his

punch is enough to shut up completely. After all, how can his fine skin

and tender meat stand a punch from Brother Hong!”

“…”

Several police officers talked.

Almost unanimously, this police officer named Hong Qiang, with a

punch, was probably enough to solve Lin Fan.

It’s near!

Closer!

At this moment, Hong Qiang’s punch hit Lin Fan’s lower abdomen

fiercely.

At the corner of his mouth, there was a strong fierceness and

excitement.

It seemed that Lin Fan had seen the miserable and painful scene under

his punch.
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